PROJECT CATEGORY A
Capital Projects Council (CPC) Phase One:
Assessment of Project Concept

- New building or renovation project more than $500,000
- R&R project more than $1,000,000
- Any new use of university land
No project meeting any of these criteria may be presented or discussed by advisory groups, prospective donors, or organizations outside KU without CPC approval

Project concept application submitted to CPSM by project sponsor must include:
- Project description
- Program needs
- Consistency to university’s strategic plan
- Funding ideas and options

Not supported, sent back to project sponsor through CPSM

CPSM reviews proposal for necessary information and forwards to appropriate Vice Provost, Vice Chancellor, or Provost

More information needed, sent back to project sponsor through CPSM

If supportive, sent back to CPSM for next CPC meeting agenda or, in cases of extreme time sensitivity, directly to Chancellor

Capital Projects Council reviews assessment of project concept

CPC approves of project idea, project sponsor informed by CPSM, project moves to CPC Phase Two: Feasibility Study